
SETTING THE POLE LENGTH

To set the length of the poles for your height, extend the bottom 
section just to the “Stop” mark, leaving the “Stop” mark hidden 
just inside the pole.  Next, extend the middle section so that when you hold 
the pole to your side, as if you were hiking, your arm is bent at a ninety degree 

angle.  The middle section is marked in centimeters so you can take note of your setting and use 
that to quickly set the pole length in the future.  For hiking uphill any great distance, adjust the 
poles to be a little shorter.  For hiking downhill, adjust the poles to be a little longer.
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ADJUSTING THE LOCK TENSION

If a lock seems too easy or too difficult to close, with the lock in 
the open position, increase the lock tension by turning the tension 

screw clockwise or decrease the tension by turning it counterclockwise.  Test 
in ½ turn increments until satisfied.  Do not over tighten.  Check lock tension 
before every use to prevent loss on the trail.

BASKET INFO AND USES

Two types of baskets are included: a pair of 
mud baskets (the smaller basket pictured) 
and a pair of snow baskets (the larger basket pictured). 
Baskets are used when conditions are muddy or snowy to 

add surface area which helps prevent the pole from sinking too deep in the snow or mud. When 
attaching a basket, push the basket onto the threads with enough force to contact the threads while 
turning clockwise.  Do not overtighten.

EXTENDING AND COLLAPSING POLES

To extend or collapse the poles, simply open 
the lock of a section and adjust that pole 

section to the desired length. Once set, close the lock and 
that will hold the section in place. When extending the 
pole sections, do not extend past the “Stop” mark. The “Stop” mark should not be showing or it 
will cause the pole to be susceptible to breaking.



USING AND ADJUSTING THE STRAPS

To use the strap, put your hand through the 
strap from the bottom and grip the pole over 

the strap as shown in the picture. To adjust the straps, pull 
on Strap A to dislodge the clamp (B). Then, to loosen the 
strap, hold clamp B while pulling on strap D. To tighten 
the strap, hold strap C while pulling on strap A. When 
finished adjusting, pull on strap C until clamp B is back 
inside the grip.

TIP INFO AND USES

The rubber tip protectors are meant to be 
used on hard surfaces such as pavement and 
gravel.  For use on natural trails, remove and store the tip 
protectors and hike with the durable tungsten steel tips. 

The steel we use on our Adventurer trekking poles will last you a long time. But even as strong as 
we've made them, they will eventually wear out. That's why we've made these so that they screw 
on, allowing you to replace them whenever they finally run out of mileage.  They can be removed 
by loosening them with a pair of pliers and then unscrewing them by hand.

PACKING THE POLES

The poles collapse to 27" which will fit in many medium to large 
suitcases if packed corner to corner. You can also completely 

disassemble the poles and the longest piece will be 20.5" which should pack nicely 
in most luggage including many carry-ons. When completely disassembling, 
there is the possibility of the locking clamps falling off, so we suggest that you take off all of the 
locking clamps and pack them in a sandwich bag during travel. When reassembling, please note 
that the clamps on the lower section of the poles are smaller than the clamps on the upper section.

CONTACT INFO

Thank you for purchasing our Adventurer trekking poles. This quick start guide is 
meant to get you out on the trail as quickly as possible so you can keep living life in 
motion. Should you have any questions, you can contact us by phone, email, or through the website.
• Call us toll free at (844) LIM-4YOU [(844) 546-4968]
• Email us at support@lifeinmotionproducts.com
• Message us at www.lifeinmotionproducts.com


